RMS Queen Mary (1936): Sources
(John Brown Shipbuilding & Engineering Co Ltd, Clydebank, Yard No. 534)

How to use this list of sources

These are the resources we have available for researching this vessel. Enquiries should be directed to the Duty Archivist - contact details are at the end of this list.

Comparison of Costs and Estimates Book
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/86/106 Book 1 (24 pages) 1930-32
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/86/107 Book 2 (26 pages) 1932-34
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/86/108 Book 3 (21 pages) 1935-36

Cunard Letter Books
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/1 (549 pages) Mar 1930-Apr 1931
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/2 (521 pages) May-Sep 1931
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/3 (546 pages) Sep 1931-Mar 1932
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/4 (584 pages) Apr 1932-Sep 1934
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/8 (568 pages) Nov 1935-Feb 1936
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/9 (459 pages) Mar-Aug 1936
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/10 (459 pages) Sep 1936-Jan 1937
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/16/26 (2 pages) Oct 1956-Jul 1961

Engine Particulars
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/92/84 Book 1 (17 pages)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/92/85 Book 2 (24 pages)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/92/86 Book 3 (17 pages)

Enquiries, Tenders and Contracts Files
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/21/139 Cunard Steamship Co: Proposed new steamers: Specifications, correspondence etc (89 pages) 1910-27

Illustrated Brochures
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/115/4; History of Cunard White Star Line, Clydebank and the Atlantic Ferry, design, construction, launch and completion, main propelling machinery, auxiliary machinery and equipment, passenger accommodation and services, sea trials and Maiden Voyage. Numerous photographs, plans and diagrams. (Souvenir number of The Shipbuilder and Marine Engine Builder).
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/115/5; Specifications, design, construction, machinery and passenger accommodation. Numerous photographs, plans and diagrams. (Reprint of articles appearing in Engineering). 1936
Illustrated Brochures (continued)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/115/6  Cunard Christmas publication featuring the *Queen Mary*: includes advertisements and many photographs showing progress of construction. 1931

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/115/7  Souvenir Cunard White Star publication featuring mainly passenger comforts, interior murals and decoration. 1934

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/115/8  *From the Cradle to the Sea*: A biographical study for the Maiden Voyage. Rough layout, 6 specimen pages giving brief history of the ship and the Clyde with photographs of the Royal Family and Provost of Clydebank. 1936

Manager’s Progressive Cost Books
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/77/247  (80 pages) 1930-36

Newspaper Cuttings
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/114/5  1936-40

Particular Vessel Files
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/99  Contract for construction and related correspondence with Cunard. (50 pages) 1930

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/100  General correspondence etc, mainly with Cunard: specifications, docking facilities, completion date and financial arrangements etc. (338 pages) Jun-Sep 1930

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/101  General correspondence etc, mainly with Cunard White Star Company: Instalments and payments, resumption of building, fittings, visitors, publicity, and launch arrangements. (430 pages) 1931-34

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/102  General correspondence etc., mainly with Cunard White Star Company: Progress of construction, instalments, publicity, model, visitors. (309 pages) 1935

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/103  General correspondence etc, mainly with Cunard White Star Company: Publicity, instalments, visitors and report on second voyage. (397 pages) 1935-36

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/104  General correspondence etc, mainly with Cunard White Star Company: Instalments, reports on voyages, repairs to turbines. (254 pages) 1936-42

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/105  Finance, instalments, discounting of bills (169 pages) 1930-32


GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/107  Papers, correspondence and rough notes, notes on estimated and finished costs, profitability and basis for repeat contract. (174 pages) c1931-38

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/108  Amendment Book (amendments to original estimate) (91 pages) 1930-31

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/109  Sub-contracts: Correspondence with Cunard White Star Company and others, statements of extras and rebates. (211 pages) 1934-37

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/110  Propellers and decorative contracts, specifications, progress reports etc. (90 pages) 1931-35

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/111  Liability for accounts, adjudication as between Cunard White Star Company and John Brown & Co Ltd. (224 pages) c1937
Particular Vessel Files (continued)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/112 Clyde deepening and widening. Correspondence with Clyde Navigation Trust, Clyde Lighthouses Trust and Inspector of Taxes etc. regarding dredging of channel. (160 pages) c1934-38
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/113 Notes of construction, specifications, comparisons with *Ile de France* and *Normandie*, additions and alterations required to the yard, suspension of construction and brochure of Brown Bros & Co Ltd illustrating steering gear. (121 pages) c1931-36
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/114 Launch: arrangements for Royal visit. (253 pages) 1934
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/115 Launch: paper read by J. M. McNeill to Institution of Naval Architects. Arrangements including offers of assistance by voluntary bodies etc. – Ambulance Corps, Clydebank Burgh Band etc. (98 pages) 1934
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/116 Launch: programme, sample invitation card and admission tickets. (10 pages) 1934
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/117 Record of mooring and handling arrangements at launch and on going down river (volume), tide levels, dredging, berthing etc. (105 pages) 1934-36
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/118 Memoranda, correspondence with Clyde Navigation Trust and Clyde lighthouses regarding trials and passage down river, docking arrangements at Southampton. (156 pages) 1936
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/119 Souvenir editions of *Glasgow Herald* and *Morning Post* regarding maiden voyage, music and words “A Toast to RMS Queen Mary”. (49 pages) 1936
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/120 Builders Certificates (engines and tonnage), notebook of technical data and specifications (pumps, boilers, gearing etc), notebook containing small scale arrangement drawings (decks etc.), description and operating, instructions on steering gear, pumps and gyro-pilot (186 pages, 3 x 2’ plans, 6 x 3’ plans and 1 x 5’ plan). c1936
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/121 Assignment, release and indemnity between Cunard Steamship Co, John Brown & Co Ltd and Cunard White Star Co Ltd relating to merger company to acquire fleets and assets of Cunard Company and Oceanic Steam Navigation Company. (16 pages) 1934
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/122 Reconditioning, progress claims 1-10 on Cunard White Star Company and statements of costs. (104 pages) 1946-47
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/123 Reconditioning, progress claims 11-19 and final on Cunard White Star Company and statements of costs. (106 pages) 1947-48
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/124 Reconditioning, statements of costs and allocations of costs. (117 pages) 1947-48
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/125 Reconditioning, minutes of meetings and general correspondence with Cunard Company and others. (228 pages) 1947-48
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/107/126 Reconditioning, labour returns by Thorneycroft and Company, Southampton. (63 pages) 1946-47
Particular Vessel Files (continued)


Photographs

DC 101/1481/1  Glass Negative, 8.5" x 6.5", Profile in fitting out berth
DC 101/1481/2  Glass Negative, 8.5" x 6.5", 3/4 Stern view passing Albert Harbour, Greenock
DC 101/1481/3  Glass Negative, 8.5" x 6.5", docked
DC 101/1481/4  Glass Negative, 9" x 7", 3/4 Bow view
DC 101/1481/5-6  Glass Negatives, 8.5" x 6.5", Profiles
DC 101/1481/7  Glass Negative, 8.5" x 6.5", Bow view at anchor
DC 113/2565/1  Negative, Black and White, Semi-profile
DC 113/2565/2  Negative, Black and White, Midships Bar, 1st Class
DC 113/2565/3  Negative, Black and White, Profile
DC 113/2565/4-8  Negatives, Colour, Semi-profiles
DC 113/2565/9-10  Negatives, Colour, Profiles
DC 113/2565/11  Negative, Colour, Semi-profile, docked
DC 113/2565/12-17  Negatives, Colour, Profiles

Photographs held elsewhere:

The John Brown albums for this ship (ref.s UCS 1/116/38-49) are held by the National Archives of Scotland.

Plans

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/1  Structural General Arrangement: Proposal (Authenticated)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/2  Rigging
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/3  Bridges and Tops of Houses
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/4  Sports Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/5  Sun Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/6  Promenade Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/7  Main Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/8  A Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/9  B Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/10  C Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/11  D Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/12  E Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/13  F Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/14  G Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/15  H Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/16  Structural Sections
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/17  Structural Sections (tracing)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/18  Promenade Deck Plating
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/19  Profiles showing position of Storm Valves
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/20  Bilge and Ballast Piping
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/21  Scuppers and Discharges: Bridges and Tops of Houses
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/22  Scuppers and Discharges: Sports Deck
Plans (continued)

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/23 Scuppers and Discharges: Sun Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/24 Scuppers and Discharges: Promenade Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/25 Scuppers and Discharges: Main Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/26 Scuppers and Discharges: A Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/27 Scuppers and Discharges: B Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/28 Scuppers and Discharges: C Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/29 Scuppers and Discharges: D Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/30 Scuppers and Discharges: E Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/31 Scuppers and Discharges: F Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/32 Scuppers and Discharges: G Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/33 Scuppers and Discharges: H Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/34 Scuppers and Discharges: Tank Plan
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/35 Sewage Arrangement: Profile and Tank Top:
Frames 112-Aft Sheet 1
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/36 Sewage Arrangement: Profile and F Deck:
Frames 87-190 Sheet 1
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/37 Sewage Arrangement: D and E Decks:
Frames 87-190 Sheet 2
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/38 Sewage Arrangement: Profile F and H Decks:
Frames 190-Forward Sheet 1
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/39 Sewage Arrangement: D and E Decks:
Frames 190 - Forward Sheet 2
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/40 Sewage Arrangement: D and E Decks:
Frames 112 - Aft Sheet 2
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/41 Sewage Arrangement: F and G Decks:
Frames 122 - Aft Sheet 3
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/42 Ventilation Arrangement: Tops of Houses
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/43 Ventilation Arrangement: Sports Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/44 Ventilation Arrangement: Sun Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/45 Ventilation Arrangement: Promenade Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/46 Ventilation Arrangement: Main Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/47 Ventilation Arrangement: A Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/48 Ventilation Arrangement: B Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/49 Ventilation Arrangement: C Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/50 Ventilation Arrangement: D Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/51 Ventilation Arrangement: E Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/52 Ventilation Arrangement: F Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/53 Ventilation Arrangement: G and H Decks
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/54 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement:
Sports Deck and Bridges
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/55 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement: Sun Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/56 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement:
Promenade Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/57 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement: Main Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/58 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement: A Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/59 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement: B Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/60 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement: C Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/61 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement: D Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/62 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement: E Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/63 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement: F Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/64 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement: G Deck
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/65 Fire and Wash Deck Piping Arrangement: H Deck
Plans (continued)

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/66 Fire Service Piping Co2 Fire Extinguishing pipes to Holds and Storerooms, Sheet 1

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/68 Co2 Fire Extinguishing pipes to Holds and Storerooms, Sheet 2

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/69 Cold and Fresh Water Services: Sports Deck and Bridges

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/70 Cold and Fresh Water Services: Sun Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/71 Cold and Fresh Water Services: Promenade Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/72 Cold and Fresh Water Services: Main Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/73 Cold and Fresh Water Services: A Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/74 Cold and Fresh Water Services: B Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/75 Cold and Fresh Water Services: C Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/76 Cold and Fresh Water Services: D Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/77 Cold and Fresh Water Services: E Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/78 Cold and Fresh Water Services: F and H Decks

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/79 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: Sports Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/80 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: Sun Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/81 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: Promenade Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/82 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: Main Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/83 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: A Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/84 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: B Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/85 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: C Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/86 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: D Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/87 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: E Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/88 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: F and G Decks

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/89 Hot Fresh and Salt Water Services: H Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/90 Anti-Siphon Air System: Sports Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/91 Anti-Siphon Air System: Sun Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/92 Anti-Siphon Air System: Promenade Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/93 Anti-Siphon Air System: Main Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/94 Anti-Siphon Air System: A Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/95 Anti-Siphon Air System: B Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/96 Anti-Siphon Air System: C Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/97 Anti-Siphon Air System: D Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/98 Anti-Siphon Air System: E Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/99 Anti-Siphon Air System: F Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/100 Anti-Siphon Air System: G Deck

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/101 Anti-Siphon Air System: Sections, Sheets 1-14

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/102 Anti-Siphon Air System: Sections, Sheets 15-28

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/103 Anti-Siphon Air System: Sections, Sheets 29-42

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/104 Anti-Siphon Air System: Sections, Sheets 43-48 and 52-57

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/105 Anti-Siphon Air System: Sections, Sheets 49-51

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/106 Steam and Exhaust Arrangements for Galleys, Pantries and Ship's Heating

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/107 Steam and Exhaust Pipes to Galleys, Pantries and Ship's Heating

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/108 Oil Fuel, Air and Overflow System

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/109 Refrigerated Cupboards, Iced Water Services etc.
Plans (continued)

GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/110 Lines
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/111 Structural Arrangement: Profile and Decks
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/112 Superstructure: Forward of Frame 180: Plan view
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/113 Superstructure: Forward of Frame 180: Elevation and Section
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/114 Superstructure: Aft of Frame 180: Plan view
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/115 Superstructure: Aft of Frame 180: Elevation and Section
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/116 Superstructure and Side Screen Plating above Promenade Deck, Forward of Frame 150
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/117 Superstructure and Side Screen Plating above A Deck, Forward of Frame 150
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/118 Flat Plate Keel and Centre Girder
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/119 Body Plan
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/120 Tank Top Body Plan: Fore Body
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/121 Docking Plan: Fore Body Sections
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/122 Docking Plan: Aft Body Sections
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/123 Docking Plan: Midship Section
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/124 Stern Cants and Aft End Framing
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/125 Mast and Derrick Mountings: Sheet 1
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/126 Mast and Derrick Mountings: Sheet 2
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/127 Mast
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/128 Cargo Derricks and Gear: Sheet 1
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/129 Cargo Derricks and Gear: Sheet 2
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/130 Ladders and Stairways: Sheet 1
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/131 Ladders and Stairways: Sheet 2
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/132 Steering Gear: General Arrangement
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/133 Electro-Hydraulic Steering Gear: General Arrangement
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/134 Cabin Bulkheading: 1st Class Accommodation on A Deck, Frames 83-111
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/135 Cabin Bulkheading: 3rd Class and Crew’s Accommodation on D Deck, Frames 190-224
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/136 Cabin Bulkheading: Tourist Accommodation on A Deck Aft
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/137 Cabin Bulkheading: Crew’s Accommodation on D Deck, Frames 177-190 and 212-229
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/138 Mooring Arrangements and Details
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/139 Arrangement of Ship in King George V Graving Dock, Southampton, showing filling Connections and Stations, Turbo-Generator (HS), Circulating Connections in Dry Dock etc
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/140 Wheel House and Chart Rooms etc
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/141 Navigating Bridge and Compass Platform
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/142 Hospital Arrangement
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/143 Operating Theatre
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/144 Captain’s Bedroom
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/145 1st Class Lounge
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/146 Scheme Room No.1: A Deck, Frames 122-126
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/147 Scheme Room No.2: A Deck, Frames 125-128
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/148 Scheme Room No.3: Main Deck, Frames 225-228
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/149 Scheme Room No.4: B Deck, Frames 191-195
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/150 Scheme Room No.5: B Deck, Frames 245-249
Plans (continued)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/151 Scheme Room No.6: B Deck, Frames 223-227
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/152 3rd Class Dining Room: Plan
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/153 3rd Class Dining Room: Elevation
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/154 3rd Class Dining Room: Sections
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/155 3rd Class Smokeroom: Plan
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/156 3rd Class Smokeroom: Elevation
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/157 3rd Class Cinema
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/158 Cabin Class Accommodation: (Printed)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/159 3rd Class Accommodation: (Printed)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/160 Tourist Class Accommodation: (Printed)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/161 Crew's Berthing
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/162 1st Class Kitchens
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/110/534/163 Small Scale Profile and Deck Plans

Scroll Specification Books
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/90/8 (108 pages) 1935
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/90/9 (59 pages) 1935-36

Specification Books
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/91/23 Hull, Electrical and Machinery Installations (418 pages) 1930

Vessel Particulars
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/93/16 Yard Nos. 296-699 (Freeboard and Tonnage) (2 pages)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/93/17 Yard Nos. 300-644c (6 pages)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/93/21 Yard Nos. 415-644c (7 pages)
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/93/29 Yard Nos. 530, 534 and 552 (Outfit Book) (82 pages)

Weights worked into Engines and Boilers
GUAS Ref: UCS 1/100/1 (260 pages) 1935-36
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